THE INTELLIGENT DATA CENTER COOLING SOLUTION:
LIEBERT® CRV™

The Liebert CRV is a self-contained precision cooling system that installs within a row of data center racks—close to the server heat source—for the most efficient cooling of critical IT equipment.

The rack-sized Liebert CRV provides high capacity cooling in a small footprint and features the Liebert iCOM Control System that modulates unit performance in real-time, based on conditions in the row. Monitoring up to 10 racks with 20 sensors, the Liebert CRV precisely controls air temperature, humidity and filtration in the surrounding racks.

Always informed:
The Liebert iCOM display shows the inlet temperature of the protected racks, tracks other critical information that keeps IT personnel up to date on system operation, and allows the Liebert CRV to optimize cooling for the rack-based equipment.

Easy to deploy and maintain:
Row-based placement puts cooling at the heat source, with adjustable baffles that ensure cool air reaches the servers, while logical placement of reliable components results in ease of service.

Intelligently efficient:
Variable speed fans, variable capacity digital scroll compressor and the advanced Liebert iCOM system control all work together to provide energy savings over traditional perimeter cooling systems.

The Right Cooling Choice for a Range of Data Center Applications
- Small to medium-sized data centers
  - From 2 to 24 racks
  - Optimal for cold/hot aisle configurations
- Heat density up to 10 kW/rack without containment
- Raised and non-raised floors
- Rooms with a low ceiling where air cannot be ducted
- SmartAisle™ containment system
- Spot cooling in large data centers

Get the complete Liebert CRV story.
Download the Liebert CRV product brochure

Q & A Note: with no winner for the January eNews Q & A due to an error on my part and the correct answer only being available on internal documents...we will have (2) winners for the February 2011 Q & A.

VEMCO Q & A
Response to mail@vemcoinc.com with the correct answer by: February 14th to be eligible for the prize! (No phone answers accepted, can only win once every 6 months)

Q: List 5 of the 15 ‘features’ of the Liebert CRV including that features lifecycle efficiency benefit as described in the sales brochure.

Prize: $50.00 AMEX gift card—1st (2) correct answers are winners for February 2011

A: the AAON 540 ton chiller has 3 centrifugal compressors.
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